cliffside pool that awes even on
this hillside famed for its panoramas, and the hotel’s entrance sits
on the main thoroughfare of Corso
Umberto I but feels away from the
fray. Perhaps the best part of The
Metropole is the warm, hardworking staff, who show no sign of the
service fatigue too often encountered elsewhere in town. They go
beyond the call of duty, sending a
receptionist to guide lost drivers to
the garage, offering upgrades and
late checkouts whenever possible,
and ensuring that rooms are set up
the way one wants. Which room
to book: No. 12 has a terrace overlooking the Med (39-0942-625417; metropoletaormina.it; doubles, $459–$521). f W S N R

hot restaurateur

José Andrés,

China Poblano and
Jaleo, Cosmopolitan
of Las Vegas
Spanish-born José Andrés is more culinary mix-master than chef. Since 1992,
he has opened 11 restaurants, introduced Americans to small-plate dining
and molecular gastronomy, cooked at
the White House, starred in the food TV
series Made in Spain, and told 60 Minutes that meat is overrated and vegetables are “unbelievably sexy.” In December, he debuted two hot spots at the
Cosmopolitan of Las Vegas—the first is a
reboot of his hit D.C. restaurant, Jaleo
(“the only place in the world with paella
cooking in the middle of the dining
room”), the second the Chinese-Mexican China Poblano. Coming in May 2012:
Andrés’s Bazaar at SLS at South Beach,
the East Coast counterpart to his whitehot Bazaar at the SLS at Hotel Beverly
Hills. “It’s Spain meets Latin America
with a touch of Singapore,” he riffs.

under
$300

Andrés at China
Poblano at the
Cosmopolitan of
Las Vegas.

plush white linens, glass-box
bathrooms have huge rain showers where curtains create a peekaboo effect, and custom-built
sofas and chairs mix with white
shag rugs. In addition to its own
decked pool and cabanas, the
28-room property is affiliated
with the area’s only beach club
(the Marechiaro), which has a
great restaurant, white terry-
covered chaises, and 28 gazebos
staffed by majordomos. Principe
also has a rooftop restaurant and
lounge complete with a DJ, low
(what else?) white sofas, and an
illuminated fiberglass bar—all
nods to sleek Miami counterparts.
The service is uniformly professional. The main caveat is about
the prices: Gazebos at the beach
club cost an extra $210, and on the
room service menu even a prosciutto-and-melon starter is a
whopping $42. Which room to
book: No. 308 looks onto the Carrara Mountains (39-0584-783636; principefortedeimarmi.com;
doubles, $1,310–$1,737).
f b G S N R

are ringed with white-pebble
paths; huge pine trees frame the
view; and a brilliantly designed
pool floats on the lake. The spa,
too, is a centerpiece, a subterranean enclave with an indoor pool
and huge treatment rooms carved
into the rock. L’Orangerie’s menu
showcases local and seasonal ingredients in such dishes as a delicate pea soup with quail egg and
local lake trout. While the staff are
friendly and professional, the stiff
Frau-like uniforms are a misstep.
Some of the rooms’ design elements might also be a bit over the
top for purists (heavy silk curtains
and mirrored closets with gold
paint), and the new buildings that
house additional guest rooms look
a little architecturally jarring next
to the original villa, but all in all
CastaDiva captures the rarefied
grandeur of another century.
Which room to book: Any in the
main building, Villa Roccabruna,
will give you the full eighteenthcentury ambience (39-031-32-511;
castadivaresort.com; doubles,
$789). f W G S N R

CastaDiva Resort, Lake Como

Town@House Street, Milan

2 Villa Roccabruna, the home of
soprano Giuditta Pasta, muse of
the nineteenth-century composer
Vincenzo Bellini, has been transformed into the CastaDiva Resort,
becoming the first hotel in nearly a
century to open on Lake Como’s
shores. The 75-room property is in
an enviable location right on the
water and a short drive from the
towns of Como and Bellagio.
Guests arrive by boat, docking in a
cave in the rocky foundation below
the hotel. The secluded grounds
98
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1 39-02-9143-7635; townhouse
street.com; doubles, $371–$528. f
Borgo Egnazia,

Savelletri di Fasano
3 Despite a late start in tourism, Puglia has jumped ahead of
other regions in Italy with its
abundance of stylish hotels, yet
even in this high-design market,
Borgo Egnazia stands out. Unlike
many of its masserie (traditional
Puglian farmhouses) counterparts, the hotel is newly built in

the traditional style, a large compound surrounded by stonewalled fields of ancient olive trees.
An enclosed courtyard leads into a
lofty, domed hallway filled with
hanging lanterns, while fireplaces
set into the white stone flicker
throughout the public spaces. The
63 comfortable guest rooms have
white stone walls and canopy
beds, and each comes with a terrace looking onto the sea, the
hills, or two huge pools flanked by
double-size daybeds. The spa has a
heated indoor pool, and the 18hole golf course next door, the San
Domenico, is one of the area’s
main attractions (this, combined
with a terrific children’s club, is
a welcome combination for families). Which room to book:
No. 118 has a terrace overlooking
the Adriatic and the golf course
(39-080-225-5000; borgoegnazia
.com; doubles, $587–$677).
f b W G S N R

The Metropole,

Taormina, Sicily
3 In a town laden with fading
grande dame properties, this stylish restoration of a landmark hotel
that dates back to the eighteenth
century is a special achievement.
Contemporary touches meld with
the original architectural details of
the lava-red palazzo to create 23
ultramodern guest rooms with
white leather sofas and headboards, marble floors, massive spiraling crystal chandeliers, and TVs
mounted into custom-designed
nooks. Bathrooms feel like mini
spas, with huge showers. In the
public areas, arching stone tunnels
from the fifteenth century lead to a

Val di Luce Spa Resort,

Abetone, Tuscany
2 The ski-friendly Val di Luce in
the Apennines stays true to its
storybook mountain setting with
materials like pine and travertine
used throughout the open public
rooms, library, and lounge bar.
Yet the resort still pulls off a fresh
design that’s more sophisticated
than rustic. The 77 rooms and
suites, comfortable and contemporary with fluffy duvets and subdued plaid carpeting that breaks
up the neutral tones, range in size
from slightly cramped classic
doubles to very spacious family
suites that sleep four to six, many
with well-equipped kitchens. Every room, however, has a balcony
with mountain vistas, and bathrooms, while small, are attractively done in pine and marble.
Though the Tuscan restaurant is
pleasant and reasonable, the real
treat here is the large and wonderful spa with several pools and a
long list of sybaritic treatments.
The dormered architecture of the
resort curves around a central
mini-version of I. M. Pei’s glass
pyramid at the Louvre, and inside
it is the spa’s crystal pool, from
which you can gaze at mountain
views or a starry night. Which
room to book: Those on the
fourth floor have the best vistas—
choose mountain view over
pyramid view (39-0573-60961;
valdilucesparesort.it/en; doubles,
$268). f W G S N
Ja pa n
under

Hotel Kanra, Kyoto

$300
2 Plopped like a spaceship (albeit one owned by aliens
with superlative taste) amid undistinguished houses, this 29-room
hotel is a serene oasis in a city that,
despite its mythologies, often dismays first-time visitors because of
its workaday plainness. The contemporary interiors feature distinctive Japanese design touches—
clean wide-open spaces, precise
bamboo surfaces, ingenious storage, and a skilled use of soft, diffused light. The large rooms all
have futon-topped platform beds,
fragrant cedar soaking tubs, and
sliding shoji windows and closets.
A tatami-mat sitting room doubles
as an additional sleeping area, and
a bamboo shade can be lowered to
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